G 5.1

TOURISM

G5.1.2
Identify jobs directly and indirectly related to tourism.

A. Draw the boxes which show the jobs which
are directly related to tourism. In total you
should find six.
chef in a restaurant

teacher

waiter in a bar in Buġibba

police

office worker

guide

travel agent

carpenter

taxi driver

mayor

coach driver

builder

B. Fill in the blanks with the words below:
do not have

Mediterranean

hospitality

beaches

sea

tourists

summer

winter

clean

hotels

holiday flats

historic

conferences

world

1. About 1 million people a year visit Malta on holiday. We call these people
_____________________.
2. Most came in the heat of ____________________ but some also came in
_____________________.
3. Many came in summer to enjoy our blue and clean _____________________.

4. They visited various sandy and rocky _____________________.
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5. It is important that wherever they go is _____________________ and the
Maltese show _____________________ to them.
6. Many tourists stay in _____________________ and others in specific
apartments that we call _____________________.
7. Those who came in winter enjoyed the beautiful Maltese weather because
Malta has a _____________________ climate. In this climate we enjoy hot
summers and mild winters.
8. In winter we _____________________ snow and the cold days are few.
9. Many tourists visit _____________________ places and most of these are
not found anywhere else in the whole _____________________.
10. There

are

also

tourists

who

come

to

Malta

for

international

_____________________ that take place in many hotels and conference
centres.

C. Read the following and answer.
The picture shows a group of tourists having fun on a boat tour along one of the
shores of Malta.
1. Mention a Maltese worker who is earning money from this activity.
______________________________
2. Who else can earn money when tourists go
on such a boat tour.
______________________________
______________________________
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D. Match by writing the number in the middle column.
1. I take tourists from the airport to the hotel

coach driver

2. I tell tourists about an event from Malta’s

chef

history while visiting some historical place
guide

3. I provide rooms to tourists during their stay
here
4. I provide food and drinks to tourists in

1.

taxi driver

restaurants
5. I take a group of tourists to a village feast so

hotel owner

they can enjoy it
6. I prepare food for tourists in the hotel’s

waiter

kitchen

E. The picture shows holiday flats located close to Sliema.
In these flats we often find many tourists.
Answer the following:
1. Mention two jobs that Maltese people do and
which are related to tourism:
a)_______________________________
b)_______________________________
2. Which is the most frequently used language that we Maltese use to
communicate with tourists?
________________________________
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3. Name two places that tourists like to visit when they come to Malta or Gozo.
a)_______________________________
b)_______________________________
4. Why is tourism very important for the Maltese?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

F. Mark on the map the tourists centres we have in Malta and Gozo.


Buġibba



Qawra



Sliema



St Julian'



Paceville



Marsalforn



Xlendi
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